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English translation:  
 
Man: Well, poetry has been dominant in our literature. Especially traditional poetry with 
its traditional form has been dominant in our culture. Because of the dominance of classic 
and traditional poetry, until now the new poetry or modern poetry has not been able to 
find a space for itself even in the 20th Century. Our expectation was that during the war 
period, in the years of war, we should have had good drama writers, good novel writers, 
because traditional poetry or classic poetry with its dry and rigid form doesn’t give that 
much freedom to writer or poet to express everything. And everything can’t be expressed 
in this poetry. So this has been one of the negative points of our literature, our traditional 
literature, it has not given space to writers, novelists and story-writers. And even if they 



are given the space, they do not enjoy the same prestige that traditional poet has in our 
culture. The credibility, significance, prestige and status that our traditional poets hold, 
these young people who wrote stories, or dramas, or new poetry, they don’t hold it (in 
eyes of society). It is for this reason that if you search in the war period or pre-war culture 
and literature, you can’t find a novel that is the mirror of events of last twenty, thirty 
years, a precise and real mirror. And this has been one of our cultural problems. In music 
too, our traditional music has not been able to have independence, it hasn’t been able to 
manifest itself independently. Always for our classic musicians what has stayed 
important has been poetry. For example if you look at Rahim Bakhsh1or Ustad 
Sarahang2, if you look at all of them, what is important in their music is the poetry that 
they sing. It is very important. If I observe the Afghan culture, in general I think that a 
very dominant part of our culture has been poetry, not story, not drama, not music, and 
not anything else. Poetry has been the king almost. It has been prominent in our literature 
and it still is.   
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1 a well know Afghan musician and singer 
2 Ustad is the highest professional title given to musicians and Sarahang was one of the most famous 
Afghan musicians of his time 


